
Whiskey Nosing & Tasting 101



A QUICK WORD ABOUT NOSING AND TASTING
Learning the art of whiskey nosing and tasting is a most pleasurable task made more agreeable by the fact that it must 
be done with great repetition. 

But for some, it can also be an undertaking filled with uncertainty. Many do not know where to begin in search of training 
and education. More still give up, believing you are either born with the ability to smell and taste the complexities of 
whiskey, or see it as such a daunting endeavor, they throw in the towel before even using it.

Here is what we say to those folks. 

Do you have a nose? Does it function fairly well? Air passes in and out? If you have answered yes, then you, too, qualify 
as educable—and lessons last less time than it takes to make a sandwich.

From here we launch into four short lessons to aid your adventure and give you a beginning set of skills to grow on. But 
before we get settled in, let’s gather all the essentials—everything we need to get this party started—even if it’s simply 
a party of one. 



Glencairn Glasses
Properly shaped and cleaned glassware is profoundly important. Find yourself 
something tulip shaped. Glencairn glasses are specifically made for nosing spirits. 
The bowl shape concentrates and directs aromas up and through the narrow opening 
and toward your nose as you sniff the spirit.

This Booklet and Aroma/Flavor Wheels
Also, within your kit you’ll find our specialized Reservoir Aroma/Flavor Wheels. These 
wheels can act as guides as you unearth both the nuanced and easily detected (but 
maybe not easily named) aromas and flavors within the spirits.
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BOURBON NOSE WHEEL

Whiskies
The samples within this kit are part of our signature series. 
100% single grain whiskies: Corn, Wheat, Rye 



Lesson #1: Color, Viscosity & Clarity

Color:
Color may identify both the type of cask used and the time spent in said cask, as the hue is derived from wood contact.
Alcohol is a solvent, so it leaches flavor and pigment compounds from the wood it’s aged within. Therefore, typically, the 
longer the whiskey spends time in a barrel, the darker the color derived from the wood.

In the US, casks for bourbon are made from brand new charred oak (quercus alba). The inside of these casks are 
charred on a scale from lightly toasted to blisteringly burnt—revealing a fierce and deep char.

Charring Process



Whiskies that are not labeled as bourbon can be aged in ex-Bourbon, sherry, port, Madeira, Sancerre, beer casks, 
and even red wine cask. 

Another thing that offers color to whiskey is the legal addition of caramel coloring E150A. But we DO NOT do that here 
at Reservoir.

Pour a measure of whiskey into your Glencairn glass and observe. The color of a whiskey spans a spectrum from what’s 
referred to as gin clear (a new-make spirit) to deep treacle.
 
Make a note of where your whiskey lands on the scale.

Viscosity:
Viscosity is a measurement of thickness and may be a sign of a whiskey’s age.
Raise your glass, give it a swirl, and now hold it up to the light.
Follow the bands as they drop.
The legs are the drizzly bits that fall from the upper part of the glass and back into the bowl.

Slow legs may indicate you have an older whiskey, whereas, long legs may reveal a whiskey higher in alcohol.



Clarity:

Chill Filtering
Some distilleries will chill-filter their whiskey to eliminate any cloudiness that may occur naturally during the whiskey 
making process. 

Chill-filtering is a method used to remove residue within whiskies.

There is a common complaint that by discarding the oily compounds, it also negatively affects the whiskey’s flavor.
We DO NOT chill-filter at Reservoir. (We like the flavor in our whiskies).

Lesson #2: Nosing
Your nose is an amazing part of your body. High in the nasal cavity, there is a patch of tissue about the size of a postage 
stamp. It houses somewhere between 100 million and 1 trillion olfactory receptors. Gently swirling your whiskey aerates 
the liquid and helps alcohol leave the glass (evaporate). Make sure to pass the glass beneath your nose repeatedly and 
frequently, as the different aromatic compounds within the whiskey will reveal themselves to you generally one by one 
based on their volatility. Once your neuroreceptors for the most volatile aroma compounds are fatigued, they’re going to 
become muted and you’ll notice something new appear.



Time to identify the scents you’re detecting. Is it leafy? Grassy? Malty? Are you sensing darker aromas like chocolate? 
Is it spicy?

Scan your wheels to jog your memory. Many people find it challenging to name a scent if the object is not in front of 
them.

Try this: Dip your finger into your whiskey and dab it on the back of your hand. Wave it around to allow the alcohol to 
evaporate. Now sniff. The aromas will be much clearer.

Try to identify more intricate notes. Yes, it’s sweet, but what kind of sweet? Sweet like honey? Vanilla? Flowers? Perhaps 
it’s smokey, but smoke like tobacco? Tarry-like? Burning rubber?

A note on the science of smell:
You may notice that certain aromas will unleash a memory. When we come across a scent and give it a good sniff, 
it triggers the limbic system where our long-term emotional memories are stored. If you’re interested in further nasal 
training, you’ll find a variety of aroma identification kits available on the market. The kits will walk you through the 
process of identifying and memorizing aromas as they are presented in a pure form to eventually recognize when they 
are present and mingling with several others in your glass.



Lesson #3: Tasting 

Whiskey strength varies from bottle to bottle, and the correct alcoholic percentage for receiving the greatest flavors from 
any spirit is an ongoing debate. 

The industry standard for barrel filling is 125 proof, but during maturation, the spirit can either lose strength or rise higher 
in proof due to evaporation (the angel’s share).

At Reservoir, we nail our signature series at 100 proof, so that you, the consumer, can play with the alcohol strength that 
suits you best, allowing you to identify all the whiskey has to offer without anesthetizing your taste buds.

After making note of what strength your whiskey is, play with it. Water helps to release aromas.

Customize your Spirit
Add a few drops of water at a time. Too much will break down the whiskey’s structure. (If your tongue prickles when the 
spirit passes over it, feel free to add more water.) 

Take a sip, but don’t immediately swallow. Swish the whiskey around all the parts of your mouth: 
       Upper tongue/below your tongue
       Cheeks and roof of the mouth
       Chew the spirit within your mouth (this helps aerate the spirit)



Identify Aromas
A good question to begin with is - What is my tongue recognizing?
After you swallow the spirit, your nose will participate in helping with the task of identification. Bitter, sour, sweet, salty 
notes on your tongue may be joined by perceived cereal, sulphury, woody, phenolic (medicinal), or estery (fruity) flavors 
and aromas.

The Sublevels
There are myriad sublevels of ordinary aromas one should consider when nosing and tasting. Take for instance, the 
humble banana. It has numerous states of age that produce different profiles. 
Is it green? Ripe? Over-ripe? Rotten? Caramelized? Take your time and focus.

The Delivery
The delivery of the whiskey’s flavors will happen at different times and in different 
places.
       Initial entry
       Middle palate
       End/finish
Notice the mouthfeel, the texture, and the length of delivery.



A Sibling to Viscosity
Keywords to describe mouthfeel are: full-bodied, syrupy, creamy, delicate, or toothsome. The primary elements that 
create mouthfeel are alcohol, water, and flavor compounds.

Alcohol: has a prickly, puckering, or drying effect

Water: provides a more cooling and soothing impact

Tannins (flavor compound extracted from oak casks): typically, astringent and bitter, tannins can create a gripping, 
mouth-coating residue

Vanillin (flavor compound extracted from wood): this creates round, creamy, and silky textures in the mouth

Lastly, keep a notebook of your nosing/tasting sessions. We learn a great deal about our palates with each experience. 

Mouthfeel: the physical sensations in the mouth produced by contact with food or drink.

Lesson #4: Finish
Terms to express a whiskey’s finish are often described with words like long, dry, chewy, clean, fresh, or lingering, but 
you can come up with your own terms that are meaningful to you. We’d hope you’d stay away from language like yuck, 
horrid, and awful. In these cases, switch out your glass or change your whiskey.



A QUICK RECAP
If you’ve made it this far in the booklet, congrats on completing your self-guided whiskey nosing/tasting 101 course.
A quick review to solidify all those bits and bobs:

Your next adventure? BLENDING.
Why not try your hand at dabbling in the art of blending? It’s 
one of the advantages we offer our customers—an opportunity 
to play the master blender of your own abode. A classic at our 
distillery? The wheated rye: two-parts rye—one-part wheat.

Here’s to your health. Cheers!

~Reservoir
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Blow your nose, clean your glass, pour your dram, and note the color, viscosity, and clarity. 

Swirl. Dab a drop on the back of your hand. Sniff both hand and glass. Identify. 

Note the strength. Add H2O (if desired). Take a sip. Breathe. Locate your aroma/flavor wheel. 

Classify the finish. Select a notebook. Decorate.4



@reservoirdistilleryrva
@reservoirdist

@reservoirdistillery

WHO WE ARE
Reservoir is the nation’s third distillery outside of Kentucky making bourbon. We specialize in creating 100% single grain 
whiskies from corn, wheat, and rye, and then use them to perfect unique blends and limited-edition offerings.

Our award-winning whiskies are never sourced and are hand-crafted from grain to glass at our small craft distillery in 
Richmond, Virginia. Our goal is to produce spirits that will be your back-porch sippers and your extraordinary occasion 
toasts. Working with cutting-edge ideas, we break with tradition and offer the world unparalleled and exceptional 
casks—forging ahead with innovation and authenticity.

We have been sharing our relentless and inspiring commitment to the mastery of our spirits with our customer’s 
passionate palates since 2008.

Reservoir Distillery, LLC.
1800 A Summit Ave
Richmond, VA 23230
804.912.2621
info@reservoirdistillery.com
www.reservoirdistillery.com

Want to know more? Tune in to Reservoir’s blog, or sign up for our Masterclass series 
and dive deeply into the world of distilling, blending, barreling, nosing, and tasting. Let us 
infuse you with a passion for whiskey through the lens of a Reservoir glass.


